Under my duties as Organizing director of the Student Union Assembly and Article III Section A of the SUA Constitution, I present my April monthly report and evaluation to the Assembly. I will outline all of my events, logistical planning, activities and constructive criticism, with areas of improvement in hopes of providing a detailed account in this month’s report.

Goals and projected timeline for the month of January between pay periods of April 1st– April 30st, 2014

| IGNITE | May 2014 | In Progress |
| UCSA- COD duties | May 2014 | In Progress |
| IGNITE-Legislation Organizing Actions | | |
| IGNITE Events | April 2014 | In Progress |
| AFSCME workshop- I want to have the workshop done to be able to incorporate before the school year ends | On Going | On Going |

Total number of hours worked: 85 Hours (minimum required 80 hours)

Completed projects, campaigns, events, or activities:

- We finalized our plans for our event with the Art Initiative. We will be having our event on May 1st this upcoming Thursday. Logistics finalized however set up still needs to be worked on something that is going to be done fairly soon.
- Started on some planning for the Dunk tank idea that some folks brought back from LegCon. I am also aware that we have a national day of action something I am following up with USSA
• Attended the Student Lobby Conference at the beginning of the quarter.
  o Through the Lobby conference I was able to set up lobby visits and help prepare students for the pieces of Legislation that we were taking on.
  o I helped facilitate a leg debrief for our campus and helped the lobby training efforts of UCSA.
  o Led a workshop on the essence of the IGNITE campaign alongside UCLA and UC Berkeley members
  o Lobbied Senator Monning’s office and worked out minor kinks in our booking process.
• Spoke at UCSA’s rally as a student in debt to our other students.
• There have been conversations of beginning a planning for transition packets with the Chair, something that would allow the incoming officer group to understand where the position is and ability to be a resource. This is still and ongoing thing although I am trying to figure out if I could possibly transition all possibly folks for the Organizing Director’s office.
• Preparing for exiting UCSA board and having our last board meeting.
• The office of the SUA is something folks rarely step into, unless they have to be there, so I want to figure a way to make sure more folks come.
• Attended strikes as form of solidarity but also to make sure I knew firsthand what the narrative behind the strike was and started working on possible solutions to assist those that were detained during the strike.

April monthly review and areas of improvements:
  o I think that my time of absence in the space really does not allow me to interact with the body. I am trying to figure a way in which overcome this obstacle
  o I would like to see how the budget conversation ends up.

In conclusion, I provide this summary as my detailed report for the month of February 2014. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me.

Respectfully,
Ivan Medina

Student Union Assembly Organizing Director